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Battery Disposal Bags Now Offered by Quick Cable®
DOT Requirements Catalyst for New Battery Disposable Bag Solution

- Comply with DOT and other regulations
- Manage your battery recycling operation
- Avoid bad publicity, such as BP and the oil spill in the Gulf

Quick® Battery Bag
Our new Battery Bag is clear, gusseted, with a square flat bottom to easily handle all SLI type batteries. Exceeding DOT standards, our bags are tough and can be safely used for all junk battery transports. Sold in packs of 10 or 50, these polyethylene bags are 100% recyclable and can be used in conjunction with RESCUE Spill Kits. They are ideal for service fleets, battery dealers, warehouses and recycling plants.

New Video Demonstrates How to Use Bag
Quick Cable has produced a new video which demonstrates how to use the new RESCUE Spill Kits for Service Fleets in conjunction with the new Battery Bags. Less than 2 minutes in length, this video shows the bag's value and purpose. Contact your Quick Cable account manager today to get your first supply of bags. Quick Cable is a partner you can rely on.